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ASSOCIATION NEWS

TTIA 
Brian Beecroft

CHRISTMAS SHUT DOWNS: 
A TIMBER INDUSTRY EMPLOYER 
GUIDE
While the traditional timber industry 
Christmas period shut down isn’t as long, 
consistent or widespread as it was 20 years 
ago and beyond, many companies still close 
down their business over the Christmas/
New Year period and send their employees 
on annual leave.

For many timber employers, it makes 
sense as the building industry that they 
directly service slows at this time of the 
year, and clients and suppliers are often 
closed. For others, the stop-start nature of 
working over the period with the sprinkling 
of public holidays is impractical. It’s an 
opportune time to perform necessary 
maintenance of plant and equipment as well 
as the fact that it coincides with school 
holidays, and many staff want to spend time 
with family and friends. 

To further complicate the situation, in 
2020 with the events surrounding Covid-19, 
the reduction in some parts of the country 
in work demand may particularly influence 
employers in having a longer shut down 
than normal this Christmas.
For the record, the public holidays over 
the Christmas-New Year Period 2020-21 
are:
• Friday, 25 December 2020
• Saturday, 26 December 2020
• Additional day, Monday 28 December 

2020
• Friday, 1 January 2021

However, SA and Northern Territory 
celebrate an additional part day public 
holiday from 7pm on Christmas Eve, 24 
December 2020 and New Year’s Eve, 31 
December 2020.

And now to the legal right of a company 
to enforce the shut down. This provision is 
usually contained in the relevant award  
(i.e. Timber Industry Award for most 
employees), enterprise agreement or in the 
case of award-free employees, the National 
Employment Standards.

In my view, this provision has become 
increasingly relevant in recent years as 
legislative provisions have made it harder 
for companies to direct employees to 
take annual leave, including those with 
excessive leave.

There is normally a specific notice 
requirement to staff required to be given to 
implement a shut down. In the case of the 
Timber Industry Award and Clerical & 
Administrative Awards it is four (4) weeks’ 
notice. However, reference should be made 
to the appropriate award or seek assistance 
from TTIA if in doubt.

For example, where an employee has only 
commenced work with an employer in 
November prior to a Christmas shut down, 
the two parties may agree in writing to take 
annual leave in advance to cover the shut 
down period. Most awards provide a 
provision that allow an employer to deduct 
from termination monies any leave in 
advance given to any employee that has not 
been accrued should the person 
subsequently leave the business. 

It is worth noting that under the Fair Work 
Act (s89 (2)), if the period of shut down 

includes any other form of paid leave, such 
as public holidays, personal/carer’s leave 
(previously known as sick leave), 
compassionate leave or community service 
leave, the employee is NOT taken to be on 
annual leave (even during the shut down!) 
for the other periods of leave.

Similarly, if an employer has allowed an 
employee to take a period of long service, 
most long service leave statutes will deem 
the employee to be on long service leave 
and NOT annual leave. 

In my experience, I believe a well-
managed Christmas shut down is an 
important aspect of managing any business 
and their staff leave obligations. 
If you have any queries not dealt with 
above, please call the TTIA Timber 
Employer Hotline on (02) 9264 0011.

THE JOBKEEPER CORONAVIRUS 
WAGE SUBSIDY CHANGES
The new JobKeeper changes took place on 
28 September 2020.

The new rates depend on how many 
hours were being worked before claiming 
the payment. If working the equivalent of 20 
hours a week or more during the reference 
periods of either February or June, then the 
entitlement will be the full-time reduced 
JobKeeper rate of $1200 per fortnight.

If working less than 20 hours a week in 
both reference periods, then the entitlement 
will move to the new part-time rate of $750 
per fortnight (half of the rate up to this point).

In order to continue receiving payments to 
pass on to their workers, most businesses 
will need to show a 30 per cent drop in 
actual GST turnover in the three months to 
the end of September, compared to the 
same period last year.

Additionally, while those employers 
already receiving the payment don’t need to 
re-enrol, they must demonstrate a decline in 
turnover and notify the ATO which tier they 
will claim for their employees.

The change in the rate will remain at 
current levels from 28 September until the 
start of next year, but from 4 January 2021, 
it will fall again. On that date, the full-time 

In order to continue receiving JobKeeper 
payments, most businesses will need to show a 
30 per cent drop in actual GST turnover in the 
three months to the end of September.
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MGA TMA has been 
heavily involved with 
various consultation 
forums at both a 
Federal and State 
Government level.
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A well-managed 
Christmas shut down 
is an important aspect 
of any business.

rate will fall to $1000 per fortnight, while the 
part-time rate will drop to $650 per fortnight.

Again, businesses will need to 
demonstrate a drop in revenue in the three 
months to December compared to the year 
prior, using the same rules as above.

MGA TMA 
Ann Sanfey

MGA TMA MEMBERS ARE 
LEADING AND ADAPTING WHEN 
TACKLING THE COVID-19 
PANDEMIC
The coronavirus pandemic of 2020 continues 
to cause great damage to individual health, 
the economy and life in general. While great 
strides have been made in understanding 
the disease itself, preparing for outbreaks 
and changing our daily lives to manage both, 
the recent golden times of unfettered travel, 
public gatherings and human interaction 
have been put on hold. 

During this difficult and challenging time,  
Jos de Bruin CEO – MGA TMA has been 
heavilyy involved with various consultation 
forums at a Federal and State Government 

level; participating in small business 
economic stimulus consultation forums to 
help and assist with support funding and 
cost relief measures such as JobKeeper 1 
and 2, rent relief, payroll tax deferment, 
cashflow boosts and post Covid-19 initiatives 
to help create employment and drive 
Australia’s future economic growth.

Australia has now been divided up into 
many working parts depending on the 
severity of Covid-19 cases in each of the 
states. Victoria has been absolutely 
decimated since July 2020, small businesses 
particularly have been hardest hit. 

MGA TMA has also been a key participant 
in Attorney General Christian Porter’s five IR 
Reform Working Groups. PM Scott Morrison 
has indicated it is vital to reform and simplify 
Australia’s IR system to assist and motivate 
businesses to employ additional staff. The 
current Award and IR system is antiquated, 
complex and inflexible causing employers 
confusion and reluctance to employ owing to 
the fear of non-compliance.

The Awards are not the vital, simple and 
workable instruments they were intended to 
be. MGA TMA’s view has long been, they 
are no longer “fit for purpose”. Given the 
diverse membership of the working groups, 
(employer Associations and Unions) 
discussions have often been robust and 
challenging resulting in little compromise 
toward furthering IR initiatives that will drive 
and create employment. We all have an 
equal obligation to create an IR and Award 
system that gives all people an opportunity 
to be gainfully employed.

MGA TMA, together with COSBOA and 
other employer and employee groups, has 
been a very active member of the Award 
Simplification Working Group. The key small 
business initiatives and simplifications that 
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Preserved Wood Decking 
with stability and performance!
 Treatment  does  not  affect  timber  dimensions.
 Durable  against  decay  and  termite  damage.
 Preserved  in  final  shape  and  form.
 Ideal  for  sensitive  applications  or  where  frequent 
          human  contact  is  expected.
 Can  be  painted,  stained  or  oiled.

Contact Us for sales or go online for a 
copy of our new DIY Deck Guide 

Ecowood is registered trademarks of Lonza or its subsidiaries used under licence.                                                               © Outdoor Timber 2019 

 sales@outdoortimber.com.au
 03 8706 1250

Suppliers of 
Ecowood®

Decking Products

H3  www.outdoortimber.com.au

have been presented to this group to drive 
employment growth and provide for 
additional hours in the workplace include; 
part-time fl exibility, loaded rates, less 
classifi cations, annualised salaries 
(exemption rates) and retention of 
JobKeeper workplace fl exibilities.

There is still a long way to go with many 
hundreds of hours already having been 
invested in this Federal Government 
initiative. We await a positive outcome for all 
our members who currently employ over 
115,000 full-time, part-time and casual 
employees.
For further information regarding the 
advocacy and industry activity undertaken 
by MGA TMA, contact Ann Sanfey, 
National Membership Manager on ann.
sanfey@mga.asn.au visit the Advocacy 
area of the MGA TMA website at www.
mgatma.com.au or call 0411 866 716.

ATIF
John Halkett

ILLEGAL LOGGING REGULATION 
AMENDMENT
Amendments to the Illegal Logging 
Prohibition Regulation 2012 have been 

signed into law. The amendments, effective 
from 4 August 2020, are minor. They relate 
to some updates and additions to country-
specifi c guidelines. All current country-
specifi c guidelines can be found on the 
Department of Agriculture, Water and 
Environment (DAWE) website at www.
agriculture.gov.au/search?search_api_
fulltext=country+specifi c+guidelines

DAWE advises that a growing number of 
international media reports are highlighting 
the challenges of enforcing forestry laws 
during the Covid-19 pandemic, and the 
heightened risks of illegally harvested timber 
entering the supply chain. DAWE also 
suggests that the ‘Black Summer’ bushfi res 
affected signifi cant amounts of Australia’s 
plantation and public native forest timber 
resources, and this is also likely to 
impact on timber supply into the future, 
including supplies to mills, processors 
and customers.

DAWE predicts an increased demand for 
imported timber products at a time where 
their legality may be even less certain. As 
a result, it’s probably never been more 
important to ensure that timber product 
importers know where timber is coming from 
and have effective due diligence systems that 
are comprehensive and up to date.

 BROWN MARMORATED STINK 
BUG (BMSB) 2020-2021 SEASON
DAWE advises that in response to the rapid 
expansion of BMSB throughout Europe and 
North America, the Department has retained 
the seasonal measures to manage the risk 
of BMSB from arriving in Australia for the 
2020–21 BMSB risk season. As for the last 
season, measures will again apply to certain 
goods manufactured in, or shipped from, 
target risk countries. These measures will 
also apply to vessels that berth at, load or 
tranship from target risk countries.

BMSB is rapidly expanding throughout 
Europe and North America, so the major 
change for the forthcoming season is the 
increase in the number of target countries. 
Ukraine, Portugal, Moldova and Kazakhstan 
have been added to the list of target risk 
countries for the 2021-21 season. A further 
seven countries have been identifi ed as an 
emerging risk: Belarus, Denmark, Ireland, 
Poland, Sweden, United Kingdom and Chile.

Certainly, the addition of Chile to the 
emerging risk list is of concern to timber 
importers. Note that products imported 
from Chile will not be subject to BMSB 
treatment requirements for the 2021-2022 
season, although shipments from Chile 
and other emerging risks countries will 
be monitored and subject to random 
onshore inspections. DAWE will continue 
to review these measures based on 
detections of BMSB and the risk pathways 
throughout the season and make any 
necessary adjustments.

DAWE is also monitoring other countries 
through a lower rate of random inspections. 
These include all remaining European 
countries, Japan, China, Korea, Taiwan, 
Argentina, South Africa and Uruguay.

In relation to Canada, for the 2020-21 
BMSB season:
• Canadian timber that has been produced 

under the Canadian Green Sawn Wood 
Certifi cation Program (CGSWCP) prior to 
1 December 2020, and exported to 
Australia between 1 September and 
1 December 2020, will require treatment 
prior to export (within 120 hours/5 days), 
or treatment onshore. 

• Canadian timber that has been produced 
under the CGSWCP after 1 December 
2020, will be able to be imported under 
the BMSB safeguarding scheme, which 
will mean that treatment will not be 
required prior to export or on arrival. 
However, a small proportion of these 
goods will be subjected to onshore 
verifi cation measures (inspection) to 
ensure that the goods are free of BMSB 
contamination. 

• Importers and brokers will need to check 
BICON for the specifi c import conditions 
closer to 1 December 2020. Brokers and 

A number of media reports are highlighting the 
challenges of enforcing forestry laws during the 
pandemic, and the heightened risks of illegally 
harvested timber entering the supply chain. 
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importers will also be notified to the 
requirements through BICON alerts. ATIF 
will be notified directly.

DAWE is currently engaged in discussions 
with its Canadian counterpart, the Canadian 
Food and Inspection Agency (CFIA), about 
whether other types of Canadian timber can 
be included on the safeguarding scheme, in 
a similar way to the CGSWCP timber. DAWE 
will engage with ATIF when discussions 
have progressed.

For other general information for imported 
timber from other countries, see www.
agriculture.gov.au/import/before/brown-
marmorated-stink-bugs
For further ATIF-related information 
contact John Halkett at: john.halkett@
bigpond.com or 0417 421 187.

TABMA 
David Little

TABMA MEETS WITH THE 
INDUSTRY MINISTER
Coronavirus has changed life as we know it 
in many ways. None of us will be going on 
an overseas holiday anytime soon, public 
events remain off limits and the economic 
fallout is substantial and is testing us in 
ways we never imagined. For the timber and 
building materials sector – as you well 
understand – the impacts are manifesting 
themselves in many ways.

The building materials supply chain 
generally is reporting a number of 
interruptions; goods not produced due to 

Covid-19 (particularly from China) and wharf 
bottlenecks, (particularly in Sydney), which 
are reportedly due to industrial disputes. 
Australia’s better than expected construction 
performance April to September also meant 
some shortages as we exceeded forecasts. 
These issues look like being largely resolved 
this side of Christmas.

In late September, TABMA, on behalf of 
members, hosted a video conference with 
the federal Minister for Industry Science and 
Technology, the Hon Karen Andrews MP to 
raise these issues with the Minister. TABMA 
Chairman Peter Hutchinson facilitated the 
meeting which included a Q&A session 
where members had the opportunity to 
speak directly to the Minister. I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank those members 
who participated and provided an overview of 
the issues that are important to us.

Right now, we are doing some follow-up 
from that meeting, and I will provide more 
information on the outcomes as soon as 

possible. TABMA will continue to advocate 
for the best outcomes for our members. 

Earlier in the month, Alicia Oelkers 
attended a roundtable event with the 
Queensland Minister for Small Business and 
Training, The Hon Shannon Fentiman MP. 
The event provided a platform for Alicia to 
discuss skill shortages and opportunities in 
the timber industry. 

While the pandemic has changed the way 
many of us are doing business, there are 
still challenges ahead and TABMA will 
continue to press government where 
necessary on your behalf.

Our association continues to provide 
support for our members to strengthen their 
businesses. Cate Peat, our Finance 
Manager, hosted a three-part webinar series 
providing practical insights into the three 
main finance reports; balance sheet, profit 
and loss account, and cash flows. It was 
pleasing to see our members attend and the 
feedback was very positive. 

October was National Safe Work Month, 
to highlight TABMA’s commitment to 
improving safety and health in the 
workplace, we launched a campaign to 
provide our members with safety tips they 
could implement in their businesses. Dean 
Wilson, our Workplace Safety Officer, 
facilitated an online members forum that 
provided insights into fire extinguishers in 
the workplace, storage of LPG gas cylinders, 
and pallet-racking inspections. If you missed 
the forum or if you’d like to know more 
about our workplace health and safety 
services, contact Dean on 0419 756 991 or 
email dean@tabma.com.au.  

Australia’s better than 
expected construction 
performance April to 
September also 
meant some 
shortages as we 
exceeded forecasts. 
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INDUSTRY NEWS

NEW PRODUCT ON THE MARKET? BIG NEWS? DON’T KEEP IT TO YOURSELF! If you are launching a product 
or your business has an announcement, send it to news@timbertradernews.com for the chance to be featured here. 

Fleetwood Challenge Cup
A new design competition seeks to inspire students.

relocated as needs dictated, to multiple 
Curtin University designs that took 
advantage of the reconfi gurable qualities of 
engineered wood product modules. 

The Judging Panel was drawn from 
Australia’s most respected AEC companies 
and the prizes included an Industry Award 
that recognised the best approach to 
meeting the actual build challenges.

Associate Professor Francesco Mancini 
oversaw the fi ve Curtin teams. “The clarity 
and scope of the brief helped greatly,” he 
says. “I’d like to thank both prefabAUS and 
Fleetwood for shaping a real-case scenario 
for the students. This has been very valuable 
anchor point that has enabled students to 
actually follow processes of thinking and 
discussion and design integration that are 
very close to what happens in real practice.”

Damien Crough, executive chairman at 
prefabAUS, saw the opportunity as a way of 
investing in the future of the industry. “It’s 
always been about education for us at 

Australia’s fi rst inter-university design 
competition has recently concluded, 

with results promising a bright future for 
building design in this country. 

Fleetwood Australia, a leading modular 
construction manufacturer, teamed with 
prefabAUS, the peak industry body for offsite 
construction, to create the Fleetwood 
Challenge Cup. Teams from selected 
universities were invited to address Australia’s 
looming shortage of affordable housing with 
designs that met a close brief, including an 
urban location, offsite modular construction 
and the ability for the modules to be relocated 
cost-effectively over their usable life. 

Architecture, Engineering and 
Construction (AEC) students were 
encouraged to form interdisciplinary teams 
and collaborate on solutions to the design 
brief. The results were a rich offering, from 
the winning ecoShip from the Melbourne 
University team, based around re-used 
shipping containers that could be easily 

prefabAUS,” he says. “So we felt it was a 
really good way to engage and educate 
these new graduates going out into the 
industry. When they go into businesses and 
companies, they will have these ideas, they 
have this knowledge, they’ll have this view 
and vision of what can be done.”

The focus on collaboration between 
practitioners specialising in design, 
engineering and construction was seen 
particularly valuable and one that participants 
hope to see grow in professional practice.

For the full list of entries and winners, 
visit www.fl eetwood.com.au/challenge-
cup-2020-awards/
For more on the experience of entrants 
and the push to advance offsite and 
panelised methods, see story page 34.

Above: Curtin University’s Cross Laminated Townhouse; Above: The winning ecoShip design.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW
“H3” IRONASH TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD &
“H2” TRUCORE TREATED F17 KD HARDWOOD

ALL NOW IN STOCK!

DISTRIBUTORS OF:
Supa17/F17KD Hardwood & Supalam F17 KD Hardwood

ALSO:
Tas Oak & Vic Ash Flooring, Archs, Square Dressed Boards, 
Door Jamb Sets, Lining, Cladding and Decking.

FULL RANGE AVAILABLE

 Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
 Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
 Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
 Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

43-45 Overseas Drive
Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777
Fax: (03) 9701 2677

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer

NOVEMBER

FREE WOODSOLUTIONS 
WEBINARS
The series continues online, with previous 
webinars also archived for viewing. 
Upcoming topics include a case study of 
the Pingelly Regional & Cultural Centre in 
Regional WA on 3 November and the 
effectiveness of fire safety systems in 
residential buildings on 10 November. 
Both free and starting at 11am, Eastern 

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Daylight Time. For details, visit www.
woodsolutions.com.au/events

2021

INTERNATIONAL MASS TIMBER 
CONFERENCE
Billed as the largest gathering of mass 
timber experts in the world, the event 
features over 70 speakers, 90 exhibitors and 
1000 experts. Antony Wood, CEO of the 
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat 

will be among the speakers bringing their 
extensive real-world experience to the 
podium. Four tracks will run 
simultaneously: Reimagining Our Cities; 
Project Delivery With Mass Timber: New 
Product, New Process; Building 
Performance: Design & Implementation 
and Overcoming Barriers & Growing The 
Market, plus networking events. Held 30 
March to 1 April, 2021 at the Oregon 
Convention Center, Portland, Oregon, US. 
For more details and to register, visit 
www.masstimberconference.com

FRAME 2021
The renowned Timber Offsite Construction 
conference and exhibition will be held 
Monday and Tuesday 21–22 June, 2021 at 
the Crown Promenade Melbourne. 
Experts in the field will talk about 
advances in building design and 
construction through the lens of existing 
projects. The format will combine 
in-person presentations and live streaming 
of international speakers, to allow for 
a truly global event in real time.
Session details registration will be 
available in February 2021 from www.
timberoffsiteconstruction.com  
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Local timber supporters
The campaign to Buy Aussie Timber First is gaining pace.
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existing work in the pipeline, the positive 
impact of government residential building 
stimulus programs and also the support for 
Aussie sourced and made timber products.

However, there will be major economic 
challenges in the coming year. The BATF 
campaign acknowledges the ongoing role of 
timber product imports but clearly asks that 
customers support Aussie timber during this 
diffi cult time. Matthew says, “We are very 
respectful of customers’ buying decisions in 
timber framing. Buy Aussie Timber First – 
but timber overall is the best outcome for 
Australia’s future given timber’s ultimate 
renewable and environmental credentials, 
including being a carbon store.”

For more or to support the campaign 
by uploading a photo and message, visit 
www.buyaussietimberfi rst.com.au

Above: Carpentry Australia member Bailee Major; Above right: Mark Hull from MCM Frame & Truss.

The people and faces supporting the Buy 
Aussie Timber First (BATF) framing 

campaign come from across Australia and all 
along the supply chain, from foresters to 
carpenters. For several months now they’ve 
been opting in to an online campaign 
pledging support for local product in a bid to 
protect Australian jobs. Those who’ve come 
on board range from well-known fabricators 
and timber suppliers to young people just 
coming into the industry, with Carpentry 
Australia actively recommending the 
campaign to its apprentices and members.

Campaign spokesperson, Gavin Matthew 
from the Australian Forest Products 
Association (AFPA), says, “Showing support 

“Supporting Aussie 
timber products and 
local manufacturing 
matters right now.”

Safety | Storage | Efficiency 
Manage your timber loads safely, using less space and  more productively with Combilift’s materials 
handling solutions, and with delivery before end 2020 on many models available its a safe bet to go 
with Combilift

• Safer product handling 
• Optimised production space 
• Improved storage capacity 

• Increased productivity & output 
• Enhanced profits

Contact us today to schedule a free on site survey
combilift.com1300 552 422
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for Aussie timber products and local 
manufacturing really matters right now. It 
makes a real difference and is such a positive 
for Aussie timber processing employees – 
the majority who live in regional Australia – 
to see the support of customers all along the 
supply chain, from fabrication plants, 
wholesalers and timber merchants to our 
newest supporters – apprentice carpenters.”

The BATF campaign has now been 
running for over several months and is 
planned to conclude in early December. 
Both digital and print advertising have been 
very successful to date in building support 
and getting the message out there. The 
campaign has achieved more than 500,000 
online advertising impressions across a 
broad range of internet sites.

Supporters who have registered on the 
website and uploaded positive messages 
can also win BATF merchandise to wear on 
their worksites, but the real motivation is 
practical support for the local industry after a 
year of COVID and bushfi res.

Pleasingly, the demand for timber 
products in Australia is holding up well, with 

Above: Nick White from Footers Structural Timber 
in South Australia.
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In Memoriam
George Zammit has left a legacy of customer-centric service at 
his family business, Warringah Timbers.

company purchased the adjoining 
factory at 26 Middleton Road, Cromer in 
1989. George remained hands-on as 
Warringah Timbers’ leader, whether 
jumping behind a forklift, working on 
the books, or enjoying his passion for 
working with people, ranging from the 
staff he mentored into careers across 
the industry to the customers whose 
businesses he helped fl ourish.

“I remember when I fi rst started 
working at the company and he would 
be out in the yard, unloading trucks, 
and telling the young chaps they 
needed to pick up their pace to keep 
up with him,” says David Lyons, 
director at Warringah Timbers. “And he 
was already in his 60s then!”

In the years since, the family-owned 
company has grown into one of the 
largest timber and builders’ hardware 
outlets in NSW. It now has some 
28 staff and one of the bigger timber 

yards in NSW. 
George stopped working at Warringah 

Timbers regularly in 2000 when computers 
were fi rst introduced into the offi ce. “He 
was fond of the old quadruplicate paper 
system, so saw this as a good time to step 
back,” says Lyons with a smile. 

“He never had any children of his own, 
Warringah Timbers was his baby. He sold 
the business to two of his nephews, Colin 
and Michael, who were both builders by 
trade, but that didn’t stop George from 
always calling into the yard, talking to the 
staff, asking how business was going and 
telling great corny jokes.”

His legacy lives on in the business he 
created – well beyond its success and 
continued growth. The warm family values 
and customer service that epitomise the 
company are a fi tting tribute to the man.

George Zammit, May 1940 – August 2020.

The Sydney timber trade has lost another 
stalwart with the death of George 

Zammit, founder of Warringah Timbers. In 
1962, George started a business erecting 
timber fencing. Not wanting to rely on a 
timber supplier, he leased a small premises 
in Harbord (now Freshwater) and ran his 
own yard. From this, George slowly grew 
a broader business as a supplier of timber 
fencing and other building materials, which 
eventually outgrew its fencing origins.

In 1973, Warringah Timbers commenced 
as a small timber retailer from rented 
premises in Brookvale, selling hardwood and 
Oregon. George thoroughly enjoyed dealing 
with people and this helped to drive the 
success and growth of the business as his 
expertise, plus investment of time and 
interest in the people who were buying from 
him, helped to create a loyal customer base.

The company was incorporated on 
9 August 1979 and moved to its purpose-
built premises at 9 Inman Road, Cromer, 
expanding its timber product range and 
providing a detailed milling service. During 
the next fi ve years it also started to carry 
a range of builder’s hardware products, 
which further increased its sales volumes. 

Due to this continued expansion, the 

“He never had any 
children, Warringah 
Timbers was his baby.”

company purchased the adjoining 
factory at 26 Middleton Road, Cromer in 
1989. George remained hands-on as 
Warringah Timbers’ leader, whether 
jumping behind a forklift, working on 
the books, or enjoying his passion for 
working with people, ranging from the 
staff he mentored into careers across 
the industry to the customers whose 
businesses he helped fl ourish.

working at the company and he would 
be out in the yard, unloading trucks, 
and telling the young chaps they 
needed to pick up their pace to keep 

In brief

After a disappointing lack of funding 
for social housing in the recent 

Federal Budget, the NSW Government 
has promised a investment of 
“hundreds of millions of dollars” 
according to Treasurer Dominic Perrottet 
quoted in the SMH. The promise 
recognises the dual need for immediate 
construction jobs and the ongoing need 
for social and affordable housing 
infrastructure. For the full story, visit 
www.smh.com.au/politics/nsw/nsw-
to-spend-big-on-public-housing-to-
get-out-of-the-covid-19-recession-
20201009-p563pp.html

Fire damaged timber salvaged from 
Douglas fi r plantations near Tumut 

after last summer’s fi res has been 
harvested and is now being stored at 
Bathurst for future repairs on heritage 
ships around Australia. A partnership 
between Forestry Corporation and 
Sydney Heritage Fleet is behind the 
move and the fl eet will distribute the 
timber – particularly appropriate for 
shipbuilding – as future needs arise. For 
more, visit www.thewest.com.au/
lifestyle/burnt-timber-to-maintain-
heritage-fl eet-ng-s-2029714

Western Australia’s fi rst hybrid 
timber and steel offi ce block may 

soon be under construction at Westralia 
Square. GDI Property group has 
submitted a development application to 
the City of Perth for a $100 million 
hybrid 11-storey tower on the block 
between Mill Street and William Street, 
according to WA Today For more, visit 
www.watoday.com.au/national/
western-australia/wood-you-look-at-
that-plans-revealed-for-perth-s-fi rst-
ever-timber-and-steel-offi ce-tower-
20200916-p55w4x.html

South East Pine Sales has secured 
$88,000 in funding out of the 

$12 million SA Regional Growth Fund, 
according to The Naracoorte Herald. 
Additional company funding will bring 
the investment up to $300,000 and up 
the mill’s drying capacity by 980m3. For 
more, visit ww.naracoorteherald.com.
au/story/6936010/south-east-pine-
company-secures-economic-boost/

Want the full story? Subscribe to the TimberTrader News fortnightly e-newsletter at www.timbertradernews.com/
subscribe/newsletters 

Tel: 1300 365 621               Email: info@hubtex.com.au               Web: www.hubtex.com.au

Introducing the NEW 
DQ 45-X Multidirectional 
Sideloader
Ideal for handling long, difficult and 
bulky loads in the timber industry

Unmatched performance on uneven ground 
with all-wheel drive

Works in narrow aisles and bulk storage both 
indoors and outdoors

Reduction in damaged goods with stabilisation 
system

Improved driver ergonomics with all-round 
visibility and large touchscreen display

Maximum performance and energy efficiency

Reduce emissions by up to 30% compared to 
previous model

NEW DQ 45-X in stock and available under the scheme

$150,000 limit is available for each individual machine

NO LIMIT to the number of machines that can be acquired

Save on repairs and downtime – Upgrade to NEW

Maximise warehouse efficiency, safety and increase 
storage capacity

Extended until 31/12/20
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Introducing the NEW 
DQ 45-X Multidirectional 
Sideloader
Ideal for handling long, difficult and 
bulky loads in the timber industry

Unmatched performance on uneven ground 
with all-wheel drive

Works in narrow aisles and bulk storage both 
indoors and outdoors

Reduction in damaged goods with stabilisation 
system

Improved driver ergonomics with all-round 
visibility and large touchscreen display

Maximum performance and energy efficiency

Reduce emissions by up to 30% compared to 
previous model

NEW DQ 45-X in stock and available under the scheme

$150,000 limit is available for each individual machine

NO LIMIT to the number of machines that can be acquired

Save on repairs and downtime – Upgrade to NEW

Maximise warehouse efficiency, safety and increase 
storage capacity

NEW DQ 45-X in stock and available under the scheme

$150,000 limit is available for each individual machine

Extended until 31/12/20
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Serving the growing regional centre of Bendigo for 140 years, Hume & Iser Mitre 10 has seen it 
all. Along the way, they’ve become a key part of local life for the growing city. 

“People aren’t travelling, they aren’t going 
anywhere, they’re staying home and improving 
their houses, hence they’re coming to us.”

With much of Australia tightening belts 
due to Covid, Stephen Iser has the 

grace to sound a little embarrassed when he 
mentions that it’s been a very good period for 
Hume & Iser Mitre 10 in Bendigo. “Our 
business has just exploded,” he says. “People 
aren’t travelling, they aren’t going anywhere, 
they’re staying home and improving their 
houses, hence they’re coming to us.”

Of course, there have been a few changes 
to business as usual this year: sanitiser, 
plexiglass screens and social distancing are 
firmly in place and the local uni students 
who make up much of the casual staff are 
getting more shifts than usual. But overall, 
it’s been a surprisingly good year in the long 
story of Hume & Iser. 

Community hub

The company began supplying timber to 
the local goldfields in 1880. William Hümme, 
and Henry Iser were both from Hamburg, 
Germany and had come to Bendigo seeking 
prosperity. As the old adage has it, the safest 
gold business is supplying the miners, and 
their timber yard grew steadily through the 
years. In 1919 they incorporated, with a name 
change to Hume & Iser, a timely Anglicisation 
that helped again in World War II. Despite 
being immigrants, they were key parts of the 
local community and so escaped internment 
when many other German-Australians were 
locked up through the war years.

“You really wonder how they survived 
World War I and World War II so well, being 
Germans,” says Stephen. “We’re really 

fortunate that we’re still here, making it 
through two world wars and the Depression, 
then more recently the GFC.”

By the early 1980s, Stephen was working 
for the business – run by a family Board of 
Directors – and it had become a trade-
specialist timber supplier. “That was when 
we made our first entry into a buying group,” 
he says, “joining John Danks & Son as part of 
Pro Timber and Hardware. Before that we 
purchased from wholesalers in Melbourne. 

“The group had a catalogue. We’d never 
been in a catalogue before, and it was new 
to Bendigo, too. That hardware group was 
still primarily trade based and lasted for 
about five years then merged into the 
Homesaver Hardware Group, which became 
Home Timber & Hardware.”

With each step and year, Hume & Iser 
incrementally grew the retail side of the 
business, until it accounted for about 50% 
of its turnover. Then, in 2018, it was the first 
Home store to undergo the Mitre 10 
Sapphire transformation program within the 
newly formed Independent Hardware Group.

Above: Stephen Iser, managing director of Hume & Iser Mitre 10 in Bendigo. The family business is celebrating its 140th birthday this year.
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GOING SAPPHIRE
The Sapphire program is a joint investment 
between IHG and stores, focusing on core 
retailing disciplines such as service, price, 
range, standards and convenience, alongside 
operational and business improvement 
initiatives. The strategy is designed to create 
the ‘best store in town’ and build long-term 
viability for the business owner. The board 
and store team embraced this challenge. 
“We spent a considerable amount of money 
redeveloping parts of the business, from the 
retail shop floor all the way through to our 
trade yard,” Stephen says. “We took on all 
the Sapphire team’s advice and expertise 
and quite frankly, we’ve never looked back. 

“There’s been a massive response from 
our customers. Especially on the trade side. 
We can fit more product in a smaller area and 
it’s better laid out with a better flow. We 
combined our trade timber and trade 
hardware areas into one trade hub, which 
makes things much easier for the builder.” 

Previously, timber was racked by hand, 
now a forklift does the job directly, both 

saving on labour and reducing the stress on 
staff. The whole operation has also moved 
undercover, which everyone appreciates. 

“For our builder customers, we also have 
an offsite plaster distribution centre,” Stephen 
says. “We deliver from there out to builders 

and plaster sheeters: mouldings and boards, 
including specialty boards such as fire 
retardant and wet area boards. It helps with 
the trade package we can offer – they can 
order all their framing products and their 
plasterboard and we deliver at each step.”

Deliveries are done using a small fleet of 
3-4T trucks and utes. “We’re just about to 
receive a 6T crane truck for the trade,” says 
Stephen. “It has a crane behind the cabin 

Clockwise from left: Hume & Iser’s new facade; 
The timber yard is entirely undercover since the 
Sapphire transformation; A fleet of vehicles uses 
Truck Tracker for deliveries. 
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and delivers material onto site without having 
to hand unload it or tip it. The group’s also 
introduced Truck Tracker, which helps to 
organise deliveries more efficiently. One of 
the advantages of this system is that when 
we deliver to a site, we take photos. If 
there’s a dispute because something was left 
unattended and taken, we can just send the 
photos and that cuts out the back and forth. 
It’s a great development from IHG.”

Stephen and his management team are 
also keen contributors to the IHG network, 
participating in regional and national 
information exchanges as well as the annual 
Expo. “The good thing about the Expos is 
that we can talk with everyone and share 
ideas and thoughts,” he says. “As we’re all 
independent, we can change the direction of 

our businesses at the drop of a hat, unlike 
our major corporate competitors. If I find a 
product I think would work for our clients 
today, I can have it in the store tomorrow.” 

IHG member discussion sessions where 
owners and managers talk about the success 
or otherwise of store initiatives are also 
favourites. “We can apply lessons to our own 
businesses if they look suitable,” Stephen 
says. “We give talks, too. Some of our 
delivery structure has been shared widely, 
especially how we pick orders and get them 
out to the client. We’ve also had success with 
marketing events: trade expos and Ladies 
Nights where we teach techniques and do 
familiarisations, and garden nights and other 
information events. We show how successful 
they’ve been and we share our results.”

COMMUNITY FOCUSED
Stephen’s genuine love for Bendigo shines 
through in any conversation, and he’s thrilled 
the city is currently booming. “I think with 
this virus people have rethought what their 
life’s all about, and for many people, that’s 
meant getting out of the city,” he says. “The 
real estate agents here are being run off their 
feet. If you’re in Melbourne your house might 
be worth around $1 million. Sell that and 
move here and you can buy a palace. If you 
can work from home most of the time, from 
the outskirts of Bendigo to the northern 
suburbs of Melbourne is 90 minutes, and 
that’s not far for an occasional meeting!” 

It’s a love that stretches back through 
generations. Stephen’s great-uncle Les was 
famous as a local benefactor. “He fought in 
WWI,” says Stephen. “He never married, but 
we know of a lot of families he looked after 
and he probably helped out ten times more 
who we never knew about: clothed them, 
fed them, everything. A lot of people still 
remember those days.” 

It’s a tradition the company upholds with 
a raft of sponsorships for local schools and 
sports teams. “We try to do as much as we 
can in a diverse way,” Stephen says. “Even 
some equestrian and motorbike sponsorships. 
As a young boy I had three sisters who did 
show jumping and I was dragged to events 
every Sunday and I hated it, so I’ve been 
scarred. But those kids still need support! 
And that contact came from someone I’d met 
at Bendigo Pony Club 40-odd years ago.”

Left: Specialist paint staff make life easier for retail 
and trade customers. Below: Tradies can drive into 
the combined timber and hardware hub and get 
out quickly with everything they need.
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The store is a significant local employer, 
with some 90 people on the payroll, including 
a core staff of category experts ranging from 
experienced tradies and specialised paint 
staff to horticulturalists in the garden centre. 
“They’re all people who know the industry,” 
says Stephen. “Pretty much all our staff are 
specialists aside from the casuals we put on 
for peak periods, who are often uni students, 
but even they learn as they go along.” 

COMING UP
Over the business’s long history, the only 
constant has been change. Retail requests 
are likely to come from Instagram or an 
episode of The Block these days, and Spring 
in Bendigo on the back of the Covid DIY 
boom has seen some weekends so busy it’s 
been difficult to handle. But Stephen is all-
too aware that the current recession could 
bite hard as locals’ savings are exhausted. 

“I’ve got faith in government to stimulate 
our economy by throwing a lot of money at 
the building industry, because they know that 
if the building industry is healthy, it stimulates 
the broader economy,” he says. “Federal and 
State governments are pumping billions into 
infrastructure, with a lot of that in building. If 

retail goes quiet, we’ll just contract to try and 
deal with it. The trade will pick up, so we’ll 
cut our cloth to suit as best we can.” 

One change he has more control over is 
retirement in the next year or two. Right 
now, there is no family member waiting in 
the wings. “I’ve got two children, my son’s a 
builder and my daughter works in finance. 
They’ve both got young families and their 
own careers, so we’re having that discussion 
about what comes next with the Board.”

Eager to protect his staff’s future as well as 
see the business continue, he’s finalising 
options, including bringing in a CEO able to 
work with the Iser Board. “I’ve spoken to the 
Group about it – they’ve got a lot of talented 

people in the network and could put someone 
in tomorrow who would do a great job,” 
Stephen says. “I live in Bendigo, so I’ll be 
here as a sounding board if they need it.” 

Having grown up in the business, Stephen 
is passionate about its future. “Some of our 
biggest accounts are my best friends,” he 
says. “We work together and then we catch 
up on the weekends. And then there are the 
staff. We try to run a business that everyone 
is happy in, where everyone has a role and 
is respected and looked after. It’s not too 
hard to do, but a lot of people don’t get it 
right. I’m confident that whoever is in this 
role next will maintain that, because it’s the 
key to the business’s success.” 

Above: Hume & Iser celebrates its history in store, 
at the same time as having the most up-to-date 
stock and fit out. Right: Wide bays in the timber 
yard give easy access for order picking.
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Look at construction in most states in 
2020 and engineered wood products 

(EWP) are commonplace. From structural 
LVL or glulam to I-joists and OSB, EWP are 
in many if not most residential builds. But 
Australian builders, a few specialists aside, 
are missing the full benefi ts of what EWP 
can provide, both in terms of structural 
ability and in terms of the systems that 
major suppliers provide with their product. 

The rigorous process control behind EWP 
means that manufacturers can confi dently 
provide design services, helping builders to 
shift structural loads in frames onto EWP 
rather than steel and concrete. This delivers 
signifi cant time savings on top of cost and 
sustainability benefi ts. And traditional 
engineering data that can be plugged into 
design software is just the start. Full building 
information modelling (BIM) is available for 

most EWP elements and some suppliers go 
as far as providing free architectural design 
objects that can slot directly into programs 
such as Revit, helping designers to work 
with timber from the start of their process 
rather than substitute EWP in later. 

These aren’t new or trial systems: these 
are mature technologies that have been 
helping European and North American 
timber industries grow their construction 
market share signifi cantly over decades now. 
But – Queensland being something of an 
honourable exemption – the Australian 
market has been slow to adopt them beyond 
the basics. We spoke with several leading 
suppliers (both manufacturers and importers) 
about where they see the industry now, 
what could change quickly to help builders 
and fabricators, and where we could be 
going in the near future.

Strength  
and systems
Engineered wood products have revolutionised what timber 
can do in a building, but for all they are making life cheaper 
and easier for builders, there’s much still unexplored.
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“We have specialist 
BDMs for townhouses 
who work very closely 
with the builders and 
pull costs out.”

HOW EWP SAVES BUILDERS
Ask Leon Quinn, national sales and 
marketing manager at Tilling, why we should 
put more EWP into buildings and the 
answer is a simple, “It’s more economical.”

The longer version clarifi es that, while that’s 
true in terms of many like-for-like costs on 
EWP material substitutions, the real savings 
come with the systems that accompany 
them. “We’re seeing a real growth for timber 
in attached housing, particularly townhouses,” 
Quinn says. “At Tilling, we recognised those 
developments were getting bigger, so now 
we have a couple of specialist Business 
Development Managers (BDMs) just for these 
very large developments, who work very 
closely with the builders and, simply through 
design ideas, pull costs out.

This page: KertoLVL members and panels are 
lifted into place on a multi-storey build. The 
comparatively lightweight elements go up much 
faster than traditional steel and concrete.
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“That might be as basic as changing some 
steel to timber or shifting the orientation of 
some beams. It’s very common to save 
$600-700 per townhouse, and in a 
development of 80, there might only be four 
types. So that’s a significant multiplier 
effect. It might take a day to work through 
the designs for those four types, but at the 
end of that, we’ve pulled some $40,000 to 
$50,000 out of that project and we haven’t 
changed any of our rates for our I-joist or 
LVL, we’ve just provided a service.”

This ability of EWP systems as well as 
products to deliver significant build 
advantages was echoed by each of the 
experts we spoke to. While each offer differs 
somewhat, there was a consensus that the 
main EWP products and systems available 
to the Australian market are both top shelf 
and underutilised. 

“The more timber we can put into a 
building, the more we can reduce the effect 
of things like concrete walls and heavy 
steel: as the building gets lighter, so do the 
foundations and footings and slabs,” says 
John Cannard, technical manager for Dindas 
Australia. “Plus the cranes are smaller and 
you need them for less time. At a basic 
level, it’s faster to build with timber than 
with steel, just because of the workability 
factor: the connections and the ease of 

manipulating the members to do what you 
want to, as opposed to rigid steel.”

That speed and ease of erection is a real 
cost benefit on standard developments – as 
well as providing safety benefits to workers 
with less working at height required – but 
comes into its own on builds in established 
residential areas with neighbours or sites 
with limited access and storage space. 

And the systems offered go far beyond 
improving designs. As Cannard says, “We 
create installation details with full 3D 
rendering and BIM modelling. So I can send 
a full virtual model to the installer on site via 
his mobile phone and he can walk through 
the structure and ‘see’ it.” 

Cannard jokes that even this won’t stop 
someone occasionally putting in a beam 
upside down, but the quantity and clarity of 
documentation available through EWP 
systems dramatically lowers the number of 
site issues – and almost always sees the 
problems spotted earlier. And because that 
documentation is both fully available and 
traceable through all steps of the design, 
from original drawings through engineering, 
redrawing steps and what’s finally built, 
certification also becomes a more 
straightforward process at the end. 

Some companies, such as Finland’s Metsâ 
Wood, which has recently expanded in 
Australia, have taken this a step further. 
Metsä’s Open Source Wood Initiative 
provides a free international expert forum for 
professionals working with Metsä’s Kerto 
LVL. “It’s been amazingly well received,” 
says Adrian Woodcock sales director, Asia, 
“because basically if you’re an architect in 
Sydney’s Balmain, you can post a question 
on the forum and architects and builders 
from all over the world will come back with 
answers to your questions free of charge. If 
you’ve got an idea, you can put that up and 
see how it is developed by others.”
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“At a basic level, it’s 
faster to build with 
timber than with steel, 
just because of the 
workability factor.”

Above: Tilling worked closely with the builder on this project in SE Qld to provide an all-timber solution.

Above: Townhouses in Aspley, Qld, going up quickly thanks to Tilling I-joist and a considered design.

For SmartJoist Floor Systems

Tilling’s SmartRewards Promotion is aimed at small to medium builders who purchase 
SmartJoist floor systems. Builders have the ability to choose how they’ll be rewarded.  
As they earn points and reach a claiming level, they will be able to claim, or continue 
purchasing SmartJoist floor systems to accumulate points for greater rewards. The 
SmartRewards promotion runs through to December 31 2020. Please contact your
Tilling Representative for details about the SmartRewards Promotion.

Tel: 03 9725 0222   www.tilling.com.au

Once an order for the SmartJoist 
floor system using the Design 
Centre job number is placed, this 
will generate redeemable points 
for your builder. 

Once the job has been invoiced 
your builder can begin claiming 
if they have accumulated 
enough redeemable points to do 
so. They will be required to enter 
a few details, provide an onsite 
SmartJoist photo and a few 
words about why they like using 
SmartJoist to be eligible. 

2 3
How it works in 3 easy steps for our merchants

When our Design Centre sends 
through a layout and quote, your 
builder receives an email 
containing the layout. The email 
will now also include the potential 
points value of the design plus 
points balances against that 
builder and a link to the 
SmartRewards site.

When our Design Centre sends 
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SmartJoist floor systems. Builders have the ability to choose how they’ll be rewarded.  
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The company developed the forum as part 
of its overarching EWP philosophy: “EWP 
isn’t a commodity product you’re buying on 
price,” says Woodcock. “With EWP, we 
create ideas and then we supply product 
that goes with them as well as the 
information on how to use that product.”

DELIVERING THE PACKAGE
Philosophy to one side for a moment, there’s 
a comprehensive breadth to the EWP offer 
in the Australian market. 

George Dolezal, principal engineer at 
Meyer Timber has a wealth of practical 
experience. “If you define EWP as a set of 
re-manufactured products designed to 
inherently improve timber’s properties 
(structural, aesthetic, or workability), then 
you’re looking at a huge range of products in 
the building sphere,” he says. “The most 
frequently used ones right now include LVL, 

I-joist, OSB, glulam and then a range of 
panels, including plywood, particleboard and 
specialty boards.”

He points out that EWP are in many ways 
the workhorses of construction timbers, 
bringing better solutions to difficult jobs (and 
usually being faster, easier and cheaper, or 
at least two out of those three). 

“We sell an enormous range,” Dolezal 
says. “And for most of our products there are 
different options, depending on the end 
user’s needs. For example, we have grades 
of LVL that are suitable for everything from 
formwork to roof trusses, and Meyer Timber 
also stocks and distributes Baubuche, a 
European beech visual quality structural LVL.”

In addition to the products themselves, 
many of the major suppliers offer some EWP 
fabrication. As Dolezal says, “You can work 
with our teams to create your own EWP 
elements for your build. 

“Once you combine engineered timbers, 
you can come up with packaged solutions 
and systems. At Meyer, we do this quite 
often with floor, roof and ceiling cassettes, 
pre-assembled stair kits, and timber portal 
frames. It’s a matter of assembling EWP in 
ways that take advantage of their qualities 
and strengths as appropriate. These are 
things our technical and engineering 

“We often combine EWP to come up with 
packaged solutions, such as floor, roof and 
ceiling cassettes, stair kits, and portal frames.”
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Your manufacturer of
engineered wood products

Metsä Wood is a Finnish wood products company with over 
40 years of experience of Kerto LVL production. With two LVL 
mills and 5 production lines Metsä Wood is the largest producer 
of LVL in Europe and fourth largest in the world. We have key 
partnerships in Australia with selected Wholesalers that can 
add value to your businesses. 

Metsä Wood is part of Metsä Group, a forerunner in sustainable 
bioeconomy utilising renewable wood from sustainably 
managed northern forests. An internationally leading forest 
products supplier, Metsä Group employs approximately 9300 
people worldwide and is owned by approximately 100,000 
Finnish forest owners. 

Adrian Woodcock
Sales Director Asia
+61 424 441964
adrian.woodcock@metsagroup.com
www.metsawood.com

Above: EWP are manufactured under carefully controlled conditions, such as Kerto LVL being produced here at a Metsä Wood plant in Finland.

Above: Securing Dindas I-joist in place.
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department can deliver either as a standard 
product or a specialty one, say for joist 
setdowns in wet areas or to meet 
Passivhaus requirements.”

Metsä has made a similar move into 
prefabricated elements, though is still 
finalising local manufacture for ready-made 
elements. “Right now, we’re manufacturing 
elements such as columns and cassettes in 
Helsinki through one of our outsourced 
companies,” says Woodcock. “However, ITI 
and a few other wholesalers of our LVL are 
looking at putting in cassette machines to do 
it themselves. We can already see how that 
will take off here: we deal with a company in 
Avalon, Victoria, called CLOS (Cross 
Laminated Offsite Solutions) and they’re 
having huge success manufacturing buildings 

out of cassettes and LVL using our material.” 
Cannard notes that packaged offers don’t 

need to be prefabricated. “We’ve got a wide 
range of I-joist, LVL and glulam products, all 
from sustainable resource and local 
manufacture, and when we’re designing for 

our customers, we’ll use any product or 
combination that works best. We work our 
way through their structural plan to make 
sure it’s designed for what they want with 
efficiency and sustainability at front of mind. 
The ideal for us is to create a structure that 
the builder can put up with no waste. It 
seems counter-intuitive – we make money 
selling timber – but it makes our customers 
appreciate our design work and also what 
timber can do as a product.”

QUEENSLAND LEADS THE WAY
“Most people wouldn’t guess it, but 
Queensland is probably the best state for 
EWP,” says Quinn. “Take I-joist, for example: 
it’s cheaper than its options and has an 
equivalent or better performance in the vast 
majority of applications. It’s probably 80% of 
the Queensland market.”

He puts this down to the prevalence of 
townhouse developments in the state, 
buoyed by the retirement market, but notes 
there are other factors in play: “As you move 
further south, it’s competing with other 
products more heavily. Victoria is a strong 
PosiStrut state, because there’s a perception 
they’re more suited to the large-diameter 
ducting you see more of in Victoria. But we 
have CNC saws in our facilities around 
Australia and can program-cut holes at no 
charge. So the client still gets to use the 
very economical product with all the 
benefits of access for the service trades.”

Aware that the trend to Posi-Strut was 
also partly fuelled by fabricators offering the 
convenience of a full-service frame, Tilling 
recently ran a campaign with the call to 
action: ‘Ask for a SmartJoist option’. 

Quinn says, “If they ask, they’ll learn that 
the I-joist option will save 20-25%, with no 
performance issues. And after placing an 
order, you’re looking at generally two to 
three days to put it through production as 
opposed to two weeks for a Posi or steel. In 
NSW and Queensland, we can even deliver 
directly from our manufacturing plant.”

Brisbane-based Cannard strongly agrees 
that the further north you go, the better 
EWP is understood. “Engineers up here 
would be specifying more timber in their 
floors and building designs than in any other 
state, especially Victoria, where they use a 
lot of steel.”

Cannard points to local council guidelines, 
especially in the Brisbane area, that 
encourage greenery around multi-res and 
commercial builds. He says, “I think 
architects see timber working with that and 
helping them to develop homes that people 
actually want to live in. More and more now, 
we’re seeing timber built from the inside 
out. There’s a lot more used externally: in 
years gone by, everyone was always worried 
about the amount of time that would be 
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“In our designs, the 
ideal for us is to 
create a structure that 
the builder can put up 
with no waste.”

Above: The Baubuche Intercultural Screen at Macquarie University, NSW, uses beech LVL from Meyer 
Timber machined into sinuous shapes by Melbourne’s Timber Building Systems.
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taken up by maintenance, but that’s more 
acceptable these days.”

Common Northern Australian concerns 
regarding termites and cyclones are more 
than met by the product. “We utilise the 
latest in timber treatment technology for 
these regions,” Cannard says, “and we’ve 
designed and supplied LVL for schools and 
classrooms in Vanuatu that are built to 
Cyclonic Class 5. Obviously they had a need 
for some steel in high-capacity connections, 
bit it’s possible to design structures that will 
stand up to all sorts of extreme conditions.”

DESIGN FOR SUCCESS
This ability to adapt well to widely varied 
design needs has helped the growth of 
EWP internationally. 

“We’ve just had a record sales year at 
Metsä,” says Woodcock, “even with 
everything that’s going on.”

While Kerto LVL is only now getting into 
full swing in Australia, internationally it 
features in landmark buildings from 
Norway’s Mjösa Tower (the world’s tallest 
timber building), where the first 10 floors are 
made of prefabricated Kerto LVL panels, to 
the Metsä Pavilion at the Tokyo Olympic site. 

“This is a beautiful timber building for the 
much-delayed Olympics, where Finnish 
corporate events will run during the Games,” 
Woodcock says. “And it can then be easily 
taken apart and reconstructed elsewhere at 
the end of its Olympic life. We’re also 
involved with several jobs adding extra 
storeys on top of existing buildings. Because 
they’re using Kerto products, they can add 
that above an existing building without the 
weight issues concrete would have.” 

At Meyer, recent projects have included 
the very practical. “We converted over 
1500m2 of steel purlin ceiling joists to ceiling 

cassettes at Mid North Coast Council,” says 
Dolezal, “using LVL with OSB flooring on 
top. The solid LVL section allowed up to 
20m2 of ceiling area to be installed in one lift, 
speeding up construction in an extremely 
tight time frame. 

“We also partnered with Westview 
Frames & Trusses to supply roof and wall 
cassettes to Passivhaus builder Blue Eco 
Homes. These are stellar examples of EWP 
systems, with each panel incorporating 
plywood external lining, LVL rafters, and 
OSB internal linings. Add the specialised 
linings supplied by Blue Eco, and these 
materials create extremely energy efficient 
homes which are fast to erect when 
panelised into cassettes.”

There’s also been beauty, with the 
Baubuche Intercultural Screen designed for 

Macquarie University. “This is a great 
example of LVL used in a visual application,” 
says Dolezal, who led Meyer Timber’s 
procurement of high-finish Baubuche 
(European beech LVL) which was machined 
to shape by Timber Building Systems (TBS) 
in Melbourne for builder Lipman. 

Tilling is having success growing its offer 
in the townhouse sector, particularly in 
Queensland where specialist BDM David 
Beveridge is based. “Designs have become 
more complex in recent years, so usually 
there’s a lot we can offer,” Beveridge says.

“When these projects come in front of us, 
the engineering and the architectural work, 
or the documentation of it, has often got to a 
point that needs effort from some part of the 
supply chain – usually us – to resolve that 
structure so that it can actually be built cost 
effectively. We have a collaborative approach, 
working with the builder, the engineer if 
need be, and fabricators, so we all 
understand how a project will go together. 

“At the moment, we’ve got two big 
projects on. On a large townhouse project in 
Aspley, we were able to offer a solution that 
removed all the steel members – which is 
the exception rather than the norm – and that 
was a huge benefit, because the construction 
phase had got ahead of the design stage of 
the project and they’d poured foundations 
and slabs without accommodating any steel 
in the plan. The second project is one they’ve 
started delivering down at Maundrell Terrace 
where we were able to work with them to 
provide a really elegant solution to running 
the plumbing services through the floors 
without taking up additional space. 

“I come from a timber and trade 
background and these are the sorts of design 
solutions I really enjoy: I think they give real 
value to our clients.”
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Above: Meyer ceiling cassettes for Mid North Coast Council: each installed 20m2 of ceiling in one lift.

Above: Uninterrupted Dindas LVL is the perfect base for smooth metal cladding to come on this barn.

DINDAS
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The Dindas team has been delivering 
several high-end buildings, also in 
Queensland. “We have a pretty big mansion 
for one builder on the waterfront at the Gold 
Coast,” says Cannard. “It’s all long spans of 
LVL, with deep bisection depths to get a 
really good structural robustness and match 
the big, deep steel that’s required to brace 
one end of the house, which is all glass.

“And then we have almost the opposite, 
with a simple barn-type house out the back 
of a suburban backyard. It’s full LVL for the 
frames, fl oors and the roof system. It’s used 
because the home has an almost museum-
quality aesthetic. It has really long, straight 
linear cladding with a white metal fi nish and 
because of the length and nature of the 
product, any blemish or non-uniform part of 
the wall would create shadowlines that 
would really distort the it. The LVL gives 

perfectly straight runs over two storeys”. 
Cannard notes that both buildings take 

advantage of Dindas’s full 3D parametric 
modelling tool that not only helps the 
designer, it clearly conveys that design to 
the client. “He’s a builder that we’ve 
converted over to LVL using the technology 
that we have to give him an insight as to 
how he’s going to build things before he 
gets on site,” Cannard says.

WHAT’S NEXT?
To end with another short answer: it’s 
panelisation. But again, that comes with 
more detailed explanation. 

“Australia is still years behind the rest of 
the world when it comes to panelisation,” 
says Cannard. “The technology overseas on 
prefabrication and delivery to site is much 
more sophisticated. Even New Zealand is 
ahead of us. But that is starting to change, 
partly because people here are now coming 
at it from a local perspective, starting with 
recognising that the states aren’t uniform.”

Dolezal points out that there is very good 
work being done by specialist builders, 
“especially for people working in the eco 
sector, but this is currently limited to small 
volumes, although growing.”

Woodcock agrees. “The shift to offsite 
construction has accelerated slightly with the 
greater availability of EWP in Australia,” he 
says, “But it’s concentrated at the top end 
and specialists. The results are there: 
Lendlease has done two timber buildings in 
Brisbane around the fi ve to six storey mark 
and they’re getting about 7% higher rental 
returns than similar nearby buildings because 
of the acoustics and the ‘feel’ of the building.”

Quinn suggests this slightly amorphous 
factor could end up being one of the keys to 
moving timber mid-rise from niche to 

mainstream. “The more people experience 
timber buildings, whether they’re commercial 
buildings of the type Lendlease and Multiplex 
are doing or townhouses, the more they feel 
their qualities” he says. “The frames are 
quieter, because timber naturally absorbs 
vibration and doesn’t contract and expand the 
way steel does. There’s a nice footfall when 
you walk on it. Overall, it’s more liveable.”

However, Woodcock says, when it comes 
to offsite construction, “right now a lot of 
people are talking about it, but it only involves 
the smallest number of fabricators and 
builders. Builders here are slow to change.”

He tells the story of a Finnish Metsä 
engineer who was in Australia presenting to 
a group of builders. “He asked one of them, 
‘What sort of car do you drive?’ and the guy 
answered, ‘I drive a Mercedes’ and he said 
‘When you bought it did you get two 
options? One to make it in the factory and 
one to make it in your driveway?’ 

“The builder looked at him blankly, but 
doing most of your construction work onsite 
is just as ridiculous. If you can have building 
components manufactured in a clean, safe 
factory environment, then trucked to an 
address and slotted into place, why would 
you drag that process onsite in all types of 
weather, cluttering the street with trucks and 
materials that can be stolen and with more 
working at height risk?”

He hopes practicality, coupled with 
sustainability, may be enough to drive the 
shift. “In coming years, environmental issues 
around concrete and steel will put the 
spotlight on timber construction,” Woodcock 
says. “Governments are already looking at it 
for schools and so on, but we need to speed 
up the spread through the broader industry.”

Metsä Group takes sustainability 
seriously: owned by a consortium of Finnish 
foresters, ecological concerns are built into 
all parts of the company, even down to the 
steam boilers at Metsä mills producing 
electricity and heat for Helsinki. 

Woodcock worries the pace will remain 
slow without industry investment. “And that 
may come down to us in the next year or so. 
We’re a newer player, but we already have 
signifi cant supply to the Australian LVL market 
and a great depth of research behind us.” 

Accordingly, he’s been discussing the 
possibility of subsidising the LVL to assist a 
major builder construct a timber mid-rise 
using offsite methods. “Maybe that’s the 
way we break the cycle,” he muses. “We 
provide that fi nancial incentive and then 
once they’ve had that experience, they’ll see 
that the system speaks for itself.” 

For more, visit www.dindas.com.au 
www.metsawood.com, www.
meyertimber.com.au and www.
tilling.com.au P
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Above: Dindas LVL and I-joist form the ground fl oor and ceiling of a Queensland house project.

Above: Kerto LVL panels from Metsä Wood.
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with Peter Maguire 

PEOPLE BUSINESS

Of course, with the devastation caused by 
bushfi res and the pandemic since then, we 
expect those numbers to rise signifi cantly.

So what can you do to play your part by 
making a positive difference for your people, 
your business and yourself?

THE WORKPLACE WELLBEING 
SURVEY
Since 2018, a national workplace wellbeing 
survey has been regularly conducted 
through a partnership between the 
Wellbeing Lab (an internationally recognised 
team of experts on neuroscience, positive 
psychology and human wellbeing) and the 
Australian Human Resources Institute.

They have undertaken that survey of over 
1000 workers nationally three times in the 
last year most recently in August 2020 (with 
the David L. Cooperrider Centre in the US). 
So it gives us quite a good feel for how 
people’s perceptions of their wellbeing at 
work have changed over this period.

The survey looks at wellbeing in two 
contexts – the degree to which people feel 
that they have struggles and the degree to 
which they feel they are fl ourishing. People 
then fall into one of the following categories:
• Consistently thriving
• Living well, despite struggle
• Not feeling bad, but just getting by
• Really struggling

So what are the key fi ndings?
1. 41.2% of Australian workers are “living 

well, despite struggle” and that number 
has hardly changed at all in the last year

2. The number of workers who are 
“consistently thriving” has dropped from 
14.7% to 7.4% and there is an increase 
of 5% in the those who are “not feeling 
bad, but just getting by” 

3. That all tells us that people who have 
struggles can still fl ourish and struggle 
helps resilience in challenging times

What do they recommend as actions to 
support workplace wellbeing?
The report recommends a systems approach 
that operates with 3 layers:

At the time of writing this article, I am 
sitting in lockdown in Melbourne and, 

like others, hopefully and, at times, 
frustratingly awaiting news that restrictions 
will ease and I will be able to gradually 
resume my normal life.

In other parts of Australia, people are at 
various stages of emerging from that 
cocoon but there is no question that we are 
all going to feel the effects of this pandemic 
for a long time to come, particularly 
regarding mental health.

The issue of mental illness and the related 
question of what we can do in Australian 

workplaces that will make a positive 
difference for our people and our businesses 
has been in the spotlight now for a number 
of years.

Just a year ago, the Productivity 
Commission released its draft report on the 
state of mental health in Australia which 
featured some fairly sobering numbers:
• 1 in 2 Australians will suffer mental 

illness in their lifetime.
• 1 in 5 Australians will suffer mental 

illness in any year.
• Mental illness costs $500 million in 

productivity nationally each day. P
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Well at work
How to boost performance with wellbeing.
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PEOPLE BUSINESS

Peter Maguire is the owner and practice leader of Ridgeline HR, an award winning HRM consulting practice which he 
founded in 2000. Peter is an acknowledged expert in workplace relations compliance and also a high-performance 
leadership coach with over 40 years experience in HRM. Ridgeline HR’s byline is Helping PEOPLE in BUSINESS and that 
is essentially what Peter does – help business people with their people business.
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• ME level: providing a variety of 
workplace wellbeing support noting that, 
according to workers surveyed, the least 
used and most effective support is 
wellbeing coaching. 

• WE level: managers who show care and 
compassion for their team and the 
people in them deliver higher levels of 
performance, job satisfaction and 
commitment.

• US level: workplaces that support 
people’s basic psychological needs of 
autonomy, competence and relatedness, 
make it easier for people to thrive 
consistently. 

  
What is the business case for investing in 
wellbeing?
According to the Wellbeing Lab, wellbeing, 
in its simplest form, is “our ability to feel 
good and function effectively as we navigate 
the natural lows and highs we all 
experience”.

They say that workplaces that choose to 
invest in employee wellbeing, and have 
happy and engaged workers experience, on 
average:

70% fewer safety incidents
42% lower turnover, on average
10% higher customer ratings
10% higher over average shareholder 

return
Well known Australian social researcher, 

Mark McCrindle and his associate Ashley 
Fell published a new book just a few months 
ago on the same subject.

Titled Workplace Wellbeing: Leading 
thriving teams in rapidly changing times, the 
book reports on another 2019 survey of over 
1000 Australian workers which found that:
• 62% of respondents said that mental 

health and stress of workers would have 
the biggest impact on the future of work 
and;

• 72% said that workplace wellbeing is 
the most important element for their 
workplace.

It reported similar benefits of investment 
in wellbeing to those of the Wellbeing Lab.

THE PENNY DROP
If you look at what we are told are the keys 
to having thriving businesses and high 
performing teams, guess what?

They look pretty much the same as what 
we are told are the keys to developing 
positive workplace wellbeing. 

The best model that I have discovered for 
this is the Engage for Success framework 
developed in the UK 10 years ago from a 
government commissioned study on how to 
create better employee engagement for 
better organisational and national economic 
performance.
The model has 4 key pillars of employee 
engagement:
1. A strong strategic narrative – a clear 

purpose and vision of where we have 
come from and where we are going that 
people can engage with

2. Engaging management – people have 
clarity about their roles and performance 
expectations and they are supported and 

Workplaces that support people’s basic needs of 
autonomy, competence and relatedness, make it 
easier for people to thrive consistently.

coached to be the best that they can be
3. Genuine employee voice – people feel 

psychologically safe to speak up if they 
have an idea or a concern and they are 
genuinely consulted about changes that 
affect them

4. Integrity – we walk the talk on our values 
and there is no gap between the rhetoric 
and the reality 

The model and related research and tools 
are freely accessible at www.
engageforsuccess.org. We use the 
framework as a centrepiece in our 
consulting work because it is so simple to 
understand, fits any business size or 
industry and it works. The complementary 
coaching program that we have developed 
also includes a component on wellbeing.

Finally, I read with interest “Get the 
culture right” in the January 2020 edition of 
TTN. This told the story of the remarkable 
turnaround in business culture at Kennedy’s 
Timbers achieved through a focus on 
employee engagement and wellbeing. See 
www.timbertradernews.com/2020/01/22/
get-the-culture-right/. It is great to have a 
local industry case study that illustrates the 
benefit of the investment for the business, 
its people and the owner’s wellbeing in a 
setting that you are familiar with. That just 
shows that it can work for you too. 

 Phil McCormack: 0438 255 118
 Nick Arfaras: 0438 255 115
 Glenn Lawrenson: 0438 255 116
 Matt Leplaa: 0403 724 184

43-45 Overseas Drive, Noble Park VIC 3174
Phone: (03) 9701 2777    Fax: (03) 9701 2677

HARDWOOD - The Proven Performer

DISTRIBUTORS OF: 

F17/Supa17 KD Hardwood solids up to 5.4m
Supachord KD Hardwood

Supachord ‘H2’ KD Hardwood
Supachord ‘H3’ KD Hardwood

Supalam17 up to 7.2m
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At recent construction conferences, the 
words offsite, panelised and modular 

have been favourites. They’re attractive ideas 
– fabricating a more finished product than 
wall frames and trusses and delivering 
buildings Lego-like to site comes with many 
advantages, including much less working at 
height. But while offsite timber construction 
is delivering landmark buildings like Brisbane’s 
25 King, its adoption has been slow for mid-
tier and small builders and fabricators.

One cause has been industry inexperience 
in designing for offsite. To help counter this, 
Fleetwood Building Solutions teamed up with 
prefabAUS to run the Fleetwood Challenge 
Cup, asking teams of built environment 
students from selected universities to submit 
designs for affordable modular housing units 
(see page 10). We spoke with Damien 
Crough, executive chairman at prefabAUS and 
A/Prof Francesco Mancini of the Curtin 
University School of Design and the Built 
Environment about the challenge and offsite 
methods, and with Zoe Yeoh about her 
experience as a participant.

THE CHALLENGE CUP
Crough, who is a founding member of 
prefabAUS, the peak body and hub for the 
Australian offsite construction industry, was 
approached by the Fleetwood team. “They 
had come up with this concept and we had 
a look at it and thought it was a really 

excellent idea,” he says. “So we went into 
partnership together to deliver the project.”

A rapid growth in construction technology 
in recent decades, particularly in DfMA 
(design for manufacture and assembly) and 
BIM (building information modelling) has 
made it possible for the construction industry 
to advance quickly. But the growth has 
outstripped many practitioners. As Crough 
explains, “These things together are allowing 
this really fast move to automation,to 
subassemblies and components that can be 
integrated into buildings but there’s not a lot 
of knowledge out there. Most professionals 
in the industry were educated before this 
boom happened in the last few years.”

Accordingly, he was excited that the 
Challenge targets design and engineering 
students. Mancini was just as pleased for 
Curtin to be one of the institutions 
approached for the opportunity, as it tied 
neatly into several teaching streams.

“We have a number of theses revolving 
around exactly these themes of affordability 
through prefabrication or industrialisation of 
methods of construction,” Mancini says. 

“We approach these themes as designers, 
but this competition has given us the 
opportunity to work together with engineers 
which is a fantastic plus. It was a great 
experience for both sides to listen to and 
understand each other. The work became 
very collaborative, rather than individual and, 

AUTOBUILD NEWS

Panelisation and offsite construction are natural evolutions of F&T. So why are these 
technologies taking so long to filter through the construction sector? We asked the experts.

during the process of design, students had 
the opportunity to learn more about 
production systems and technologies and 
how these can support sustainability.”

Yeoh, who comes from an architecture 
background and is in her first year of a 
Masters degree was part of Curtin Team 4, 
whose entry won the Fleetwood Industry 
Award. For Yeoh and her colleagues, the 
real-world applications were essential. 

“From the start of the competition, our 
team’s goal was to challenge conventional 
design systems and come up with an 
innovative solution for the future of offsite 
construction to a degree of resolution that 
would be buildable,” Yeoh says. 

“The process leading to the final proposal 
involved extensive research on DfMA and 
DFD (data flow diagram) construction and 
testing on the architectural side to deliver a 
novel, functional concept and detailing to the 
project, as well as on the engineers to ensure 
the proposal would be structurally sound.”

In addition to the design challenge, the 
brief’s focus on affordable/social housing 
provided inspiration. As Yeoh says, “There are 
so many ideas we could lend to the public 
housing sector that go beyond the brief of 
being affordable – bringing other value to the 
design, particularly in rehabilitating and 
enhancing community relationships.”

COMMUNITY BUILDING
While the Fleetwood Challenge Cup is a 
single, annual event, it reflects the close 
relationship between researchers and 
industry in developing offsite models.

Crough has a long list of the former: 
“There’s the University of Melbourne with 
their Centre for Advanced Manufacturing and 
Prefabricated Housing. Curtin University, 
obviously, while Monash University 
developed the handbook for modular 
construction and Deakin University is teaching 
the fundamentals of prefabrication. At 
Western Sydney University, David Chandler 
the new adjunct professor has set up the Above from left: Zoe Yeoh, Associate Professor Francesco Mancini and Damien Crough. 

Models of possibility
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Centre for Smart Modern Construction and 
then there’s Newcastle University – they’re 
focusing on the safety benefits of offsite 
manufacturing. And many more.” 

As for their industry partners, the key 
triggers are securing funding and driving the 
policy changes that see clients turn to offsite 
when making procurement choices. Mancini’s 
team at Curtin collaborates with the 
Sustainable Built Environment National 
Research Centre (www.sbenrc.com.au) who 
aim (amid a broader program) to promote 
good-quality affordable housing within the 
context of existing urban developed precincts.

He gives the example of his adopted home 
city: “Traditionally, the WA market has been 
characterised by single housing. Now there is 
an increase in multi-res housing projects, 
particularly in the City of Perth region. There 
is a plan to increase the population and bring 
more intensity of life. Both the state 
government and the city are persuaded this 
can happen through densification of the 
urban environment, reducing the urban 
sprawl and concentrating efforts on 
transport-oriented design opportunities.”P
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Above: The Curtin University Team 2 entry for the Fleetwood Challenge Cup. EWP were chosen to reduce the carbon footprint and deliver a quick build.

Offsite construction methods are well 
suited to these goals. And while they are 
‘material agnostic’, the model’s emphasis on 
sustainability and whole of life cycle design 
means that timber – both EWP and 
lightweight framing – with solutions for 
keeping costs down and speeding up 
program delivery schedules, is very attractive. 

Unfortunately, not all governments are as 
active as WA with its roughly 33,000 
affordable/social housing units built per year 
(though Mancini notes the demand still 
outstrips supply and the location of many 
housing projects is less effective than it 
could be). Despite widespread industry 
hopes that funding for social housing would 
form a key part of the recent Federal Budget 
construction stimulus, it was left out. 

Crough was sadly unsurprised by this. 
He’s not convinced the will is there at a 
government level. “If you’ve ever spoken to 
Rob Pradolin [from Housing All Australians], 
he’ll tell you that it’s probably the private 
sector that has to do it. And I think that is 
what it comes down to,” he says. “Build to 
rent is starting to take shape now in 

Australia, where it hasn’t before. There are 
really successful models in the UK and US 
and Europe and it’s now got some of the big 
Tier 1 companies looking at it.”

Having had a long career in Italy, Mancini is 
sanguine about government inertia: 
“Sometimes they are listening, sometimes 
they’re not. One thing I have found is they 
listen when they see examples of best 
practice.” He suggests ways the private 
sector can work closely with researchers: “If 
we are able to build the perfect prototype: 
that’s a winning investment.”

Mancini urges building prototypes that are 
able to quickly show evidence of how they 
improve multiple aspects of the community – 
from the built environment, to having key 
workers close to jobs, to helping solve various 
community dysfunctions. 

DISRUPTING TRADITIONS
In other construction areas, the Victorian 
government has impressed Crough with its 
openness to policy changes within the 
building sector. “prefabAUS was involved 
in helping them on their construction 
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technology sector strategy, which was about 
identifying prefabrication and BIM and all 
these other technologies that can help grow 
that sector of the industry,” he says.

He points to the Victorian School Building 
Authority, which identified 100 schools that 
had classrooms with asbestos. These were 
removed and replaced with modular 
solutions, “but they’ve now gone further to 
look at all-modular schools as an option and 
that’s helping support the industry, because 
the government is putting their money 
where their mouth is.”

Off that success, Schools Infrastructure 
NSW is also looking at a modular approach – 
“And that’s hundreds of millions of dollars-
worth of schools they need to procure. SA is 
doing the same thing. And there are really 
good lessons and projects coming out of 
this, so the governments are understanding 
it more and seeing the benefits. They’re now 
looking to other areas of their procurement 
to introduce prefabrication. As a result, it’s 
starting to permeate through industry, 
because governments have been 
successfully delivering projects.”

Mancini notes that disruption works in all 
directions. “The academic world is also facing 
a challenge,” he says. “We come from an 
approach that was based on our solid 
knowledge of a particular problem and our 
teaching was based on knowledge content 
delivery. But knowledge is fluid. It is 
changing. We need to bring our students on 
board with us in working on skills that allow 
us to understand problems and how they 
change quickly over time.”

The solution he champions is collaborative, 
building collectives across disciplines. “That 
interdisciplinary collaboration involves many 
experts, communities, government, technical 
and financial expertise, and people,” Mancini 
says. “We design for people, for them to live 
in a better environment, which is more 
sustainable for future generations. And this 

involves an understanding that we are part of 
an ecosystem: natural systems and urban 
systems and social systems all coexist.” 

Parts of that system include looking at 
materials costs from manufacture to end of 
life or reuse. At the building’s construction 
costs, running costs, thermal qualities, natural 
ventilation… Mancini says researchers are 
well placed to develop testing models that 
can produce solid data, as well as investigate 
less tangible questions such as what social 
and economic benefits particular buildings 
bring. But those questions can only be 
answered once these structures are built.

BUILDING CHANGE
“Technologically, these systems are about 
finding inexpensive ways to be efficient, fast 
and flexible,” says Mancini. “In many ways, 
they’re ideal for mid-tier and smaller builders, 
but the way institutions like ours operate is 
we tend to work with larger partners and 
government. So any particular solution we 
design runs the risk of being designed, if not 
exclusively, with a sort of unconscious bias 
as regards smaller-scale enterprises.” 

At the same time, both Mancini and 
Crough recognise the huge resource 
represented by smaller fabricators and 
builders across Australia as well as stopping 
points, from information to financing, that 
keep smaller firms from moving into offsite.

“Yes, we’ve got Tier 1 Mirvac working 
with TimberTruss on multiple projects in 
NSW and Victoria that rely on offsite 
construction,” says Crough, “but they’ve 

pulled TimberTruss with them to that point 
where they have a system that works for 
both of them. That said, it’s an evolution. A 
lot of people are already prefabricating floor 
cassettes and wall frames; why not take the 
next steps and put the external cladding on 
and put the window in? 

“If it’s a cost issue, some of that might be 
solvable using DfMA tools to run a just-in-
time delivery process. Some suppliers, like 
Dindas Australia, will cut everything to size in 
an order for trusses, beams and LVL, then 
package it up and they’ll send it out to site 
as a job lot. Fabricators could similarly order 
parts – essentially pre-cut kits – and then 
there’s a lot less fabrication work for them to 
do, just assembly. It takes out some risk.”

In terms of information, Crough says 
prefabAUS focuses on showcasing. “What 
we try to do is bang the drum about projects 
like the ones TimberTruss and Mirvac are 
doing and what Peter Ward and Drouin West 
Timber are doing in their two- and three-level 
townhouse prefabrications. The more we can 
showcase to the industry what’s being done 
– and have the people involved talking openly 
and honestly about their learnings and 
challenges, so that others don’t have to go 
through the same ones – the better.” 

At the time of writing, Crough had just 
secured an upcoming webinar with David 
Haller from Mirvac, “on their use of timber 
and how they got to that, the work that they 
did leading up to that in trying different 
systems and where they landed. It’ll be 
really informative.” (See the Events tab at  
www.prefabaus.org.au for date and time.)

“I am a believer in the concept of ecology,” 
says Mancini. “When you consider the 
system as an ecology, there are ecological 
niches, exactly as in nature, so there is 
basically space for everyone and we  need to 
be mindful that we don’t leave anyone out. 
Some innovation will come from smaller 
companies, because they work differently.”

Again, it’s a two-way street. Just as 
academia and industry bodies are trying to 
include mid-tier and small enterprises, 
Crough and Mancini emphasise that 
research benefits all businesses. “I was a 
practitioner for 20 years before dedicating 
myself to academia,” Mancini says. “And I 
advise making effort to spend some of your 
resources in research and development. 
Universities or research centres, such as 
CUSB (Curtin University School of Built 
Environment www.humanities.curtin.edu.
au/schools/design-built-environment/), 
can be good partners in that. Stop doing 
certain things in certain ways, and test 
opportunities for doing things in new ways. 
Even in difficult moments like this, where 
everyone is very cognisant that we need to 
be very attentive to our resources, R&D 
should always be one of our objectives.” P
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Above: prefabAUS consulted on the offsite construction for 16 Russell Place Melbourne.

“Why not take the 
next steps and put the 
external cladding on?”
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Make timber your fi rst choice
With multiple benefi ts over steel, timber can do almost any structural job better.

Timber in place of 
steel benefi ts builder, 
supplier and owner.

TIMBER NOGGINS
By Afzal Laphir, Principal Engineer, Meyer Timber

Opening Size
Steel
Portal 
Frame

Equivalent
Timber 
Portal 
Frame

Timber 
/ Steel 
Cost* 
Ratio

Height Width

2.2m 2.7m 180 UB 16 300 x 90 
LVL 0.50

2.4m 4.8m 200 PFC 360 x 90 
LVL 0.38

TIMBER vs STEEL

$2.5 - $3.0/kg (LVL)
PRICE

$4.5 - $5.5/kg

One supplier (truss & frame fabricator)
2-3 day lead times

SUPPLY

Specialist supplier
1-2 week lead times

One sub-contractor (carpenter)
built easily into timber frames

INSTALL

Specialist sub-contractor
additional work to pack 

around steel

No additional safety hazards
standard carpentry practice

SAFETY

Increased safety hazards
site welding may be required

Easy to handle on site
light-weight

WEIGHT

Involves heavy lifting
may require crane or riggers

Steel as a material has played an integral 
role in timber-framed domestic buildings 

for many years. The reliance on steel 
became more evident as the method of roof 
construction moved from conventional 
framing to trusses through the decades of 
1970s and ’80s. Timber trusses use steel 
nailplates to fulfi l a basic function, most 
timber-timber connections rely on steel 
brackets, and common roof and wall bracing 
adopt steel straps. These are examples of 
steel-timber harmony that is here to stay 
for many years to come.

While steel connectors offer an important 
function that complements timber use, the 
same cannot be said about structural steel 
beams and steel portal frames. This heavy 
steelwork has many negative impacts for a 

domestic builder, which this article highlights 
at the same time as demonstrating how an 
effi cient timber alternative can be specifi ed.

 WHY TIMBER?
Timber is the ultimate renewable material 
with proven sustainable credentials. It’s also 
currently the only mainstream building 
material that actively helps to reduce the 
effects of climate change. Now, in the form 
of LVL and glulam (GLT), timber has an 
inherent structural capability that can match 
steel and deliver much more value than just 
environmental benefi ts. As illustrated in 
Table 1, below left, the use of timber in 
place of steel can generate several tangible 
benefi ts to the builder, supplier and 
homeowner. Price and weight are direct 
advantages that need no further discussion, 
but it is important to elaborate on the supply 
and install benefi ts that timber can bring. 

Steel beams are special order items that 
require a lead time of 1-2 weeks at a 
minimum for fabrication and delivery. Since 
steel is substantially heavier than a similar 
member in timber, these beams will require 
special handling with heavy equipment or a 
crane. The builder also needs to coordinate 
schedules with delivery crews and equipment 
operators. Using timber, on the other hand, 
removes this headache for the builder as the 
beams can be supplied with the rest of the 
timber framing material by the same supplier. 
As EWP suppliers keep most LVL sizes in 
stock, the delivery time to site can be very 
short, often within two days. 

The other tangible benefi t is in the 
installation, where timber beams do not 
require special detailing as adjustments to 
lengths and fi xing of brackets can be carried 
out by the carpenter himself, whereas steel 
beams often require timber packers or 
modifi cations to the wall frames, which can 
be the bane of a carpenter’s existence. To 
add to the woes, a need for site 
modifi cations to a steel beam can lead to 
delays as it requires special contractors. TA
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Table 1: Timber versus steel metrics

Table 2: Cost and weight comparison between 
timber and steel beams

Table 3: Cost comparison between timber and 
steel portal frames

KG

KG

KG

KG

KG

Steel
Beam

Equivalent
Timber Beam2

Timber / 
Steel Ratio

Cost1 Weight

150 PFC
360 x 63 LVL13 0.38 0.74
295 x 65 GL173 0.78 0.70

180 PFC
2/400 x 45 LVL13 0.52 0.50 x 2

330 x 85 GL17 0.98 0.87

200 PFC
2/400 x 63 LVL13 0.66 0.64 x 2

360 x 85 GL17 0.98 0.87

230 PFC
525 x 75 LVL13 0.46 0.91
425 x 85 GL17 1.06 0.94

250 PFC
600 x 75 LVL13 0.38 0.74
495 x 85 GL17 0.88 0.77

300 PFC 560 x 85 GL17 0.85 0.77
(1) Cost may vary between suppliers.
(2) A creep factor of 2.0 is considered for LVL and 1.5 for GL17.
(3) GL17C (pre-cambered) glue-laminated beams can give 
reduced sizes.

* cost may vary between suppliers.
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Make timber your fi rst choice

For more information on this topic, contact Afzal Laphir via email at AfzalL@meyertimber.com.au

Coming up in

• Hardware, windows, doors and 

coatings specially designed for 

fi re zone areas.

• Meeting regulations.

Coming up in the December 
2020 issue of TimberTrader 
News, a special feature on:

Does your company want to be a part of this in-depth feature? For advertising your products and services 
to our 5000+ readers, contact Julie McConachy on 0409 381 813 or email juliem@paragonmedia.com.au  
For editorial opportunities, contact Donyale Harrison on 0417 487 497 or email donyale.harrison@paragonmedia.com.au
ADVERTISING AND EDITORIAL DEADLINE: Friday 23 October, 2020.

FIRE 
SAFETY

think again and think timber! If you see steel 
within a plan that has been supplied to you, 
ask the builder if they would rather save 
money and make their life easier, then talk 
to the engineers at your EWP suppliers or 
nailplating companies for their advice on 
ways to make this happen. 
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STEEL TO TIMBER SUBSTITUTION
Timber has compelling advantages, so let’s 
explore the opportunities for its use as an 
alternative to steel. Apart from some 
situations when supporting brickwork or 
beam depths are constrained by architectural 
requirements, timber beams and portal 
frames can be demonstrated as the most 
viable option in domestic construction.

A recent example of steel to timber 
conversion is illustrated in Fig 1, right, where 
the benefi t of using 2/400x45 LVL E13 in 
place of 200 PFC was not limited to just cost 
(over 50% saving), but also gave install 
benefi ts to the builder and performance 
improvements to the fl oor system. Table 2
(opposite page) compares the cost and 
weight between typical steel beams used in 
domestic construction and equivalent timber 
beams (LVL or GLT). As a rule of thumb, a 
twice-as-deep timber beam is a viable 
substitute for steel beams of depths up to 
300mm. LVL provides cost savings as well as 
supply benefi ts, with GLT enabling reduced 
depths. Parallel chord trusses or plywood 
webbed box beams may be used as an 
alternative for steel beams of depths greater 
than 300mm if suffi cient height within a roof 
space is available (see Fig 2, right). Heavily 
loaded beams do not always require steel 
posts when supported by a wall frame. 
Multiple timber studs would be adequate in 
most cases, further reducing cost as well as 
improving carpenter effi ciency.

Some proprietary timber portal options are 
now available for use in domestic builds and 

can adequately replace steel portal frames in 
most applications if minimum dimensional 
requirements are met. With as little as 
300mm wall width around openings and an 
equal lintel depth, timber portals can not only 
give bracing capacities comparable to the 
smallest steel frames but provide signifi cant 
cost benefi ts to the builder, in addition to 
being light-weight, carpenter-friendly and 
supplied in quick time. Table 3, opposite, 
gives examples of cost savings using timber 
portal frames for two typical opening sizes 
requiring a racking capacity of 6.0 kN.

For best results, timber must be 
considered at a design stage where minor 
tweaks to wall widths or fl oor depths may 
still be possible. This will help mitigate the 
‘depth’ constraints that could have 
otherwise infl uenced a steel option. 
Modifi cations can be as simple as shifting 
an opening by a few millimetres or as 
creative as introducing features in the form 
of bulkheads. Where appropriate, timber 
beams may be built into a wall (Fig 1) or 
hidden within a roof space (Fig 2).

Well beyond environmental credentials, 
you can see the tangible benefi ts that 
timber beams and portal frames can provide 
to the builder (price, supply, install and 
safety) and also to the truss and frame 
supplier (incremental sales, improved value 
proposition). So it’s a ‘no-brainer’ to embrace 
timber as the fi rst-choice structural material 
in domestic construction. 

If you’ve been using heavy structural 
elements in your standard house designs, 

Fig 1: Steel to timber substitution example 1 
(timber in wall space) 

200 PFC
Cost $110/m

2/400x45 LVL E13
Cost $50/m

380 PFC
Cost $275/m

750mm deep Timber Truss 
or Box Beam
Cost < $90/m

Timber truss 
or plywood 
webbed box 
beam

Fig 2: Steel to timber substitution example 2 
(timber in roof space) 
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FTMA  
NEWSLETTER
with Kersten Gentle

When I came into the job back in 2009, 
I was fortunate enough to meet so 

many great down-to-earth people who make 
up our wonderful industry.

Two of these wonderful souls were Julie 
and Fred McDonald from Beaudesert Frame 
and Truss who I clicked with immediately. It 
may have been because of their laid-back 
nature, their friendly disposition or the fact 
that, like me, they are mad Rugby League 
fans, even if it is the Broncos!

Like many fabricator businesses within 
our industry, Beaudesert Frame & Truss has 
been a family operation. Fred was born and 
bred in Beaudesert. His father, Arthur, ran a 
small building business from their home. 
Arthur did his apprenticeship with his father, 

A fond farewell
Two stalwarts of the Queensland F&T world are taking their 
well-deserved retirement.

George so Fred was the third generation of 
the family to enter the industry.

Around 1979, Arthur could see the 
advantages of plated roof trusses and he 
began manufacturing the trusses using ply 
gussets, which was quite a forward-thinking 
initiative of the day.

With sales kicking off Arthur decided to 
bite the bullet and purchased a block of land 
in the new industrial estate where he built 
their frame and truss plant. It was around 
this time that Fred joined his dad as an 
apprentice carpenter and at the young age 
of 21, he married Julie.  

Their first contact at Pryda was Chris 
Rogers who was instrumental in setting up 
the business as he oversaw and advised 
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Above: Four generations of the McDonald family, clockwise from back left, Jayde, Scott, Angus, Julie, Fred, 
Scott, Lesley, Olivia, Ivy, Arthur and Jackson (plus family dog).
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Standard Nog Nailer feature rotating gun mounts pop up 35/45 nog stops 
two guns mounted 1 hand gun

 Framequip Standard Manual Nailer features pneumatic nailer height adjustment up to 3.8m frames solid robust construction 
all OHS and guarding up to date 

Framequip manual wall framing machine
Productivity Gains = Increased Profi ts

PROUDLY AUSTRALIAN MADE

For more information contact Rob Armour p: 0423 732 275
e: rob@framequip.com.au w: framequip.com.au“We support you!”
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View the youtube links:
Nogg master: 
https://youtu.be/vU1PkXUBQGo  
Nogg nailer: 
https://youtu.be/rDdzhch1FI0
Auto nailer: 
https://youtu.be/tLZptX1PBYU

View the youtube links:

ORDER NOW TO CLAIM YOUR INSTANT ASSET WRITE OFF!

For more information contact FTMA on 0418 226 242 or via email at kersten@ftma.com.au

AUTOBUILD NEWS

Fred trained on an 
HP97 Programmable 
Calculator.
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them on the right equipment to install, the 
factory layout and of course the all-important 
training. At this time there were no 
computers and Fred was trained using an 
HP97 Programmable Calculator.

The factory was completed in 1981 and 
they continued to run the frame and truss 
plant alongside the construction business 
until it closed in 2000, when they decided to 
concentrate on the truss plant.

Julie and Fred have two kids, Scott 39, 
and Jayde 37. Scott is a motor trimmer by 
trade and is now into the earthworks 
industry, whilst Jayde, who began working 
in Brisbane, was encouraged to do an 
aptitude test for truss design and she was 
a natural and has been with the business 
since the early 2000s. Jayde says she was 
always fairly good at maths and liked the 
work straight away. 

The family business is part of the 
community and at work they have a running 
joke whenever anyone comes in… “Oh, you 
know, you went to school with so and so”, or 
“you married such and such…” as everyone 
knows everyone. 

Fred and Julie’s greatest achievements are 

their children and their beloved 
grandchildren. Scott married Lesley and they 
have two kids Jackson, 8, and Olivia, 6. 
Jayde married her Scott and they also have 
two kids, Ivy, 7, and Angus, 2.  

In August 2020, during the worst 
Pandemic to hit our country in 100 years, 
Fred and Julie sold their business which was 
an amazing feat and goes to show how 
good their business was.  

Jayde says she has loved working in the 
business with her parents and that they 
have been amazing role models with strong 
work ethics and beautiful family values. The 
perfect role models in every aspect, not just 
business wise but in every way.

Jayde is staying on with the new owners 
whilst Fred and Julie are looking forward to 
retirement where they will get to spend 

more time with their grandchildren.
FTMA Australia thanks Fred & Julie for 

supporting the Association and wish you all 
the best for your retirement and hope you 
enjoy the time with the grandchildren and 
find time to begin your travels, COVID-19 
permitted of course! 

Above: Fred and Julie have been keen and active 
members of FTMA for many years.
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Paul Davis is an independent structural engineer managing his own consulting firm Project X Solutions Pty Ltd. The 
views in this column are Paul’s and do not reflect the opinions of TimberTrader News.
Phone: 02 4576 1555 | Email: paul@projectxsolutions.com.au
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AUTOBUILD NEWS

TRUSS TALK
with Paul Davis

The spy’s mantra is “keep your friends 
close and your enemies closer “.

In the truss and frame industry you might 
think your ‘enemies’ are those other timber 
fabricators that you regularly compete with. 
But, the real enemy is the light steel framing 
industry. Over the years the steel industry 
has made various attempts to make inroads 
into the timber prefabrication industries’ 
share of the market. It’s never got far but I 
have no doubt they will keep trying because 
there’s so much money at stake.

I’m something of a double agent; as an 
engineer I need to design in steel and 
timber. I’ve been out to the dark side, got 
the enemies’ documents, taken photos with 
my secret spy camera and smuggled the 
information out on a microdot. So, here I 
present various thoughts and comparisons 
about what my sleuthing has revealed:

Structural safety There’s no doubt steel 
is significantly stronger for a given section 
size than timber. However, there is no 
difference in safety because the timber is 
sized larger to make up for the difference in 
strength. And, because timber is so much 
cheaper per unit volume, our members can 
be more economical than steel.

Section properties A solid lump of timber 
is intrinsically very stable. One of the major 
problems designing and constructing in light 
gauge steel is that the sections themselves 
can distort. If you grab a steel C-section 
stud, you can just twist it. As an engineer, 
this makes light steel much harder to design 
than timber.  

Eccentric loads Due to the same stability 
issues noted above, timber is generally 
better at resisting eccentric loads such as 
trusses supported on the sides of a bottom 
chord of a girder. 

Timber v steel
Paul goes undercover to make the case for timber over steel.

Transport Those same stability issues 
mean light steel frames are generally going to 
be more vulnerable to transport and erection 
damage than timber frames and trusses. 

Redundancy As a whole, timber structures 
tend to be stronger than the ‘design’ strength 
as ramification of the grading process. The 
result is that in an overload situation on 
average a timber structure will be more likely 
to stay up than a steel one.

Environmental credentials The timber 
industry sells itself as an environmentally 
friendly product. Steel makes a case that it 
is actually better when you include the 
potential to recycle at the end of the life of 
the building. I think that’s somewhat 
disingenuous because there’s not much 
salvaging going on in the industry right now. 

Connections In steel, these are much 
harder to make but for a given bolt, screw or 
rivet size they are much stronger. On the 
other hand, timber has the wonderful things 
called nailplates which, if you are religious, 
are proof that God smiles on timber framing!

Shrinkage Although once a real problem, 
the shift to seasoned and engineered 
timbers has largely voided this issue.

On site Steel is so much harder to adjust 
and/or rectify. Of all the things going for 
timber, this is the real long-term winner. 

Holing Steel is harder to hole on site. I’ve 
blunted a hole saw or drill in steel far too 
many times; it’s a real pain in the bum. 

Linings Steel can be oily and so glues 
don’t take so well to it. Any steel greater 
than about 1.5mm thick becomes quite hard 
to fix linings to. For instance, a screw can 
wander around before it bites into the steel 
and work the hole in the lining too large.

Noise My parents live in a steel house in 
Queensland and every time the sun warms 

the frame up and it expands, it sounds like 
we are in a ship that’s just run aground. 

Rot/rust Either material will ultimately 
degrade in the presence of water. Timber is 
better in corrosive environments particularly 
near the sea. Both materials can be protected 
at a cost so it’s something of a line-ball issue. 

Condensation This occurs where the 
steelwork temperature is lower than the air’s 
dew point. Repeated condensation can build 
up in closed building spaces and wreak 
havoc with linings, insulation etc. Cold steel 
behind linings can also cause local 
condensation on the outside of the linings 
themselves and ultimately discolouration.

Termites The steel framing industry trades 
heavily on the fact that “termites don’t eat 
steel”. True as that is, the widespread use of 
H2 treated timber has, to a large degree, 
resolved that problem for new timber 
buildings. Regardless of the frame type, 
termites are still happy to come into the 
house and munch on your skirtings and 
joinery, so the best approach is to keep the 
critters out with barrier treatments! In that 
case, steel has no advantage over timber. 

Fires I’ve been to many, many house fires 
and although steel has the obvious 
advantage of being non-combustible, that 
doesn’t really matter so much in real life. It’s 
the contents – the furniture, plasticware, 
paperwork, carpet, curtains, joinery etc – 
that burn before the frame. In bushfires, the 
key points of ignition danger are the 
windows, decks and eaves, not the frame.

As a spy, subject to the pressure and 
constant danger of undercover work, I’ve 
quite enjoyed my brief time out of the 
shadows. As a reward I’m going to don my 
tuxedo, take out my pretty co-star and have 
a chocolate milk: shaken, not stirred. 

The Vekta Razer V5 is the ultimate linear saw, 
designed to have maximum safety, flexibility 
and capability. The Razer can be customised 
to suit- 

• Your budget: Fully installed systems starting 
at $220,000 AUD, with upgrade options as 
your budget and needs change over time.

• Your workflow: Left-to-right or right-to-left 
timber flow, as well as in from the front or back 
and out to the front or back.

• Your Space: Fully customisable to fit into even 
the smallest plants. Everything is built to order, 
so Vekta can customise virtually any aspect of 
your machine.

• Your Processes: Highly configurable 
software that easily lets you choose where 
and how optimising is done, what you want 
printed on each different member type, 
cut orders, options to go paperless and so 
much more.

Don’t just look at the outputs. You 
need to consider the entire package. 

The support, being a local supplier and not 
international, the servicing requirements and 
costs, optimisation, absolutely everything. 
Vekta and the Razer ticks all the boxes.

Andrew Sternberg, Dahlsens

DELIVERING 
PRECISION
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HUNDEGGER TURBO-DRIVE “CUT”
The Hundegger TURBO-Drive has enjoyed tremendous success in the region since its local launch a little over 18 months 
ago. Its super-fast operation, flexibility, small footprint and user-friendly interface has made it the machine of choice for 
serious frame and truss operations. Many of the Hundegger TURBO-Drive machines are running multiple shifts and 
cutting stacked components, situated in operations where it is the second, third or fourth machine in operation.

However, we now have a revised specification that allows smaller or newer operations to enjoy all the benefits of a 
Hundegger CNC saw – without compromise. The Hundegger TURBO-Drive CUT!

The TURBO Drive Cut is supplied with an automated infeed and outfeed, 5-axis servo-controlled saw unit, waste 
conveyors, printing, security fence, powerful motors, centralised lubrication, production monitor, short piece handling,  
full software and Truss UI touch-screen, and includes delivery, installation, training and even a spare saw-blade!

TURN TO THE TURBO-DRIVE

CUT. STACK.
PRINT. MILL

Other packages available stand-alone or combined include:

Hundegger TURBO-Drive “STACK” 
All the above features, plus increased stacking capability and material handling for
even greater productivity gains

Hundegger TURBO-Drive “PRINT”  
All the above features, plus extended printing capability  
Text, part numbers, job ID, etc

Hundegger TURBO-Drive “MILL” 

All the above features, plus tool carrier, soft starter for infeed system, and 
powerful 7.5kW vertical milling head and dedicated double mitre tool

Hundegger TURBO-Drive “PLUS”

All the above features, plus driven outfeed chains for 
faster and more automated operation

Whatever your requirements, the Hundegger TURBO-Drive has a package to suit, all with localised Technical Support.   
All machines can be upgraded at a later date to ensure your investment returns full value. 
For detailed specifications, contact Sam Rowe on +61 418 561 023   sam.rowe@hundegger.com.au

“ ...this job with birds-mouths took me 
just 20 mins on the ‘CUT’, it would have 
been over 3 hours previously...”
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